
The DNA of Collaboration

Deeper in the Flow: What are the Traditional Sources of
Critical Thinking?

Times shown in: Eastern Daylight Time and Coordinated Universal Time

Between 2015 Jun 22 12:00 and 2015 Jun 23 01:00
14 people sent 224 messages containing #cdna

18:53:19
22:53:19

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

Excited for #cdna 9:30p ET "Sources of Critical Thinking"
http://t.co/VubMMCeBvO @jamiebillingham @4km @shamlet @odguru
@d_scott

18:55:02
22:55:02

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

Join us? #cdna 9:30p ET "Sources of Critical Thinking"
http://t.co/VubMMCeBvO @PanteliT @complexified @quickmuse @drtimony
@creativesage

18:58:39
22:58:39

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

Join us? #cdna 9:30p ET "Sources of Critical Thinking"
http://t.co/VubMMCeBvO @iangertler @leadkjwalters @mritzius @clairesmbb
@versalytics

19:04:52
23:04:52

Panteli Tritchew
@PanteliT

RT @sourcePOV: Join us? #cdna 9:30p ET "Sources of Critical Thinking"
http://t.co/VubMMCeBvO @PanteliT @complexified @quickmuse @drtimony
@…

19:06:02
23:06:02

Panteli Tritchew
@PanteliT

@sourcePOV Hoping to make it! #dinnerwildcard #cdna @complexified
@quickmuse @DrTimony @CreativeSage

19:14:50
23:14:50

Amy E. Rettig
@amelre

RT @sourcePOV: Join us? #cdna 9:30p ET "Sources of Critical Thinking"
http://t.co/VubMMCeBvO @iangertler @leadkjwalters @mritzius @clairesm…

19:29:24
23:29:24

Cathryn Hrudicka
@CreativeSage

RT @sourcePOV: Join us? #cdna 9:30p ET "Sources of Critical Thinking"
http://t.co/VubMMCeBvO @PanteliT @complexified @quickmuse @drtimony
@…

19:29:26
23:29:26

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@d_scott definitely the priority, we shall catch you next time! #cdna

19:41:26
23:41:26

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@amelre thanks for the RT Amy, hope you can join us !! #cdna starts in 2 hours
9:30p ET re: #criticalthinking

20:04:35
00:04:35

Amy E. Rettig
@amelre

RT @sourcePOV: .@amelre thanks for the RT Amy, hope you can join us !!
#cdna starts in 2 hours 9:30p ET re: #criticalthinking

21:00:47
01:00:47

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

Nice. Lots of YES rsvp's for #cdna tonight, 9:30pm ET "Sources of Critical
Thinking" http://t.co/VubMMCeBvO | #criticalthinking #learning

21:26:25
01:26:25

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

@shamlet @collabdna no worries Paul, we'll see you back soon #cdna

21:31:03
01:31:03

collabdna
@collabdna

It's 9:30pm ET, time for #cdna .. let us know when you arrive with a brief intro,
and we'll get started. Tonight: #criticalthinking

21:34:31
01:34:31

collabdna
@collabdna

Tonight's #cdna frame: "Deeper in the Flow: What are the Sources of Critical
Thinking?" http://t.co/d1SuSUROkP #learning #k12 #highered

21:34:35
01:34:35

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

Hello everyone who is arriving for #cdna. Alice MacGillivray, consultant, writer,
straw bale home on Gabriola Is (w coast of Canada)

21:36:01
01:36:01

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@4KM good'evening Alice, so glad you could stop in to #cdna !! seems Monday
has become a big chat night | #socialchat #atomicchat

21:36:54
01:36:54

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

RT @collabdna Tonight's #cdna frame: "What are the Sources of Critical
Thinking?" http://t.co/VubMMCeBvO #learning #k12 #highered #ecosys

21:37:51
01:37:51

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

@sourcePOV Yes. Or maybe we are feeling sheepish about not being
philosophers. #cdna

21:38:14
01:38:14

collabdna
@collabdna

Working to straddle time zone conflicts. Hoping 9:30pm ET will be a good
compromise for East & West coasters #cdna

http://bit.ly/cdnaCTk3
http://bit.ly/cdnaCTk3
http://bit.ly/cdnaCTk3
http://bit.ly/cdnaCTk3
http://bit.ly/cdnaCTk3
http://bit.ly/cdnaCTk3
http://bit.ly/cdnaCTk3
http://bit.ly/cdnaCTk3
http://bit.ly/cdnaCTk3


21:38:18
01:38:18

Ken Gordon
@quickmuse

Hey, .@sourcePOV. The traditional source of these tweets is Newton, MA.
Where you flowing from, @PanteliT? #cdna

21:38:19
01:38:19

Tony Vengrove
@Tony_Vengrove

Hi folks! #cdna

21:38:28
01:38:28

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

RT @collabdna Tonight's #cdna frame: "What are the Sources of Critical
Thinking?" http://t.co/4VLF7eWrom #learning #k12 #highered #ecosys

21:38:39
01:38:39

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@Tony_Vengrove Tony !! go glad you could make it !! #cdna

21:39:16
01:39:16

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

welcome back Ken & Panteli .. aka @quickmuse @PanteliT so great to see you ..
#cdna

21:40:08
01:40:08

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@complexified @collabdna welcome Bruce !! the gangs all (or, mostly) here !!
great to see everyone who could make it out #cdna

21:40:28
01:40:28

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

Sorry to be late to #cdna. Central NJ. Org change through the lens of
complexity. Many years inside govt. Glad to be back with you

21:40:37
01:40:37

collabdna
@collabdna

Looks like we've got a posse, and we're ready to go .. #cdna

21:40:40
01:40:40

Ken Gordon
@quickmuse

Hey, @4KM. Howdy,@Tony_Vengrove. What brings you here tonight? #CDNA

21:41:36
01:41:36

collabdna
@collabdna

Don't forget your quick intro, so folks know the where, why and who .. and we'll
get started .. tonight .. #cdna is re: #criticalthinking

21:41:40
01:41:40

Tony Vengrove
@Tony_Vengrove

@quickmuse Been a while since my last #cdna chat -- looking forward to
reconnecting!

21:42:25
01:42:25

Panteli Tritchew
@PanteliT

Greetings all, from sunny and coolish Vancouver. Happy to join until the dinner
bell gongs me. #MyWifeRules #cdna https://t.co/1x7D5qaydZ

21:42:44
01:42:44

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

@quickmuse I relate to a lot of #cdna folks more deeply than those in other
forums.

21:42:50
01:42:50

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

@sourcePOV @collabdna good to be with you, Chris, and everyone. #cdna

21:43:09
01:43:09

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

Chris Jones here, Charlotte NC. Thinker. Writer. 3x chat instigator. Always up
for challenging our thoughts on learning #cdna

21:43:11
01:43:11

Tony Vengrove
@Tony_Vengrove

I'm an innovation & marketing consultant and community builder up in
Connecticut. Trying to make a dent in the many issues facing CT. #cdna

21:43:49
01:43:49

collabdna
@collabdna

Time, as always, is precious .. so let's get started !! #cdna

21:43:53
01:43:53

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

I am also here because I have a love-hate relationship with critical thinking: too
rare; often defined too narrowly #cdna

21:44:34
01:44:34

collabdna
@collabdna

Tonight, we re-open the book on the topic of critical thinking, this time going
back to the source. Where does it come from? #cdna

21:44:38
01:44:38

Panteli Tritchew
@PanteliT

Agreed...Challenging our thoughts on learning is how we learn. #highered #cdna
https://t.co/uRjlLtHoll

21:44:48
01:44:48

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

:-) good to know- RT @4KM @quickmuse I relate to a lot of #cdna folks more
deeply than those in other forums.

21:44:58
01:44:58

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

A lot of folks near coasts here. Wonder if that is significant? #cdna

21:45:20
01:45:20

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@4KM @collabdna no worries, Alice .. you can help us redefine
#criticalthinking tonight #cdna

21:45:33
01:45:33

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

RT @4KM I am also here because I have a love-hate relationship with critical
thinking: too rare; often defined too narrowly #cdna

21:45:37
01:45:37

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

@complexified Goes without saying, Bruce. #cdna

http://bit.ly/cdnaCTk3
https://twitter.com/sourcePOV/status/613159352640258048
https://twitter.com/sourcePOV/status/613160329996976128


21:46:26
01:46:26

Panteli Tritchew
@PanteliT

MT @collabdna: Tonight, we re-open the book on the topic of critical
thinking...going back to the source. Where does it come from? #cdna

21:46:31
01:46:31

collabdna
@collabdna

We start tonight's series by winding back clocks. Before there were clocks (at
least in the modern sense) #cdna

21:46:43
01:46:43

collabdna
@collabdna

Q1. What role did the early greek classics play in establishing critical thinking?
#cdna

21:47:36
01:47:36

Tony Vengrove
@Tony_Vengrove

RT @collabdna Q1. What role did the early greek classics play in establishing
critical thinking? #cdna

21:47:50
01:47:50

Panteli Tritchew
@PanteliT

RT @collabdna Q1. What role did the early greek classics play in establishing
critical thinking? #cdna

21:47:56
01:47:56

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

A1 Not an expert but Greek culture had huge impact on thinking in Western
World #cdna

21:48:37
01:48:37

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

A1. We could start w Socrates or Aristotle, but to me it begs a broader question ..
is ancient Greece where #criticalthinking began? #cdna

21:49:17
01:49:17

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@4KM would be thrilled with your definition of #criticalthinking Alice .. mine
may be a bit worn .. #cdna

21:49:37
01:49:37

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

#cdna A1 self-examination. Examined causality, consciousness. Defining
knowledge, & knowing. Aristotle, Socrates, Heraclitus

21:50:29
01:50:29

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

Many subsequent influential men including Bacon and Descartes stood on the
shoulders of Greek ideas. #cdna

21:50:48
01:50:48

Panteli Tritchew
@PanteliT

@sourcePOV Not sure where it began, but ancient Greece seems to be where
critical thinking was codified. #cdna

21:51:15
01:51:15

Panteli Tritchew
@PanteliT

RT @4KM: Many subsequent influential men including Bacon and Descartes
stood on the shoulders of Greek ideas. #cdna

21:51:17
01:51:17

collabdna
@collabdna

RT @complexified A1 self-examination. Examined causality, consciousness.
Defining knowledge & knowing. Aristotle, Socrates, Heraclitus #cdna

21:51:37
01:51:37

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

#cdna A1b: critical thinking predates Greeks. Human discernment to survive &
thrive >> essential & primary (even now lol)

21:51:39
01:51:39

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

@sourcePOV I didn't have time to dig into old resources. Some [also] emphasize
reflection and individual ways of understanding #cdna

21:51:50
01:51:50

Ken Gordon
@quickmuse

@PanteliT @sourcePOV And from that code came the ethos of critical thinking,
no? #cdna

21:52:26
01:52:26

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

Carrying to modern times? RT @4km "Many subsequent influential men
including Bacon & Descartes stood on the shoulders of Greek ideas" #cdna

21:53:23
01:53:23

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

A1. I am very intrigued by the linkage from the Greek to the modern. How much
has survived, and how? Q's 2 & 3 will advance this .. #cdna

21:54:07
01:54:07

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

Was at a complexity wkshp in UK; Greek participant considered Heraclitus the
1st complexity theorist #cdna http://t.co/ENKd8yJ8BT

21:54:38
01:54:38

Ken Gordon
@quickmuse

@sourcePOV A1 @PanteliT says it's all Macedonian to him--and I believe him.
#cdna

21:54:40
01:54:40

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

Interesting !! and def on my mind as I wrote the frame RT @complexified
"Human discernment pre-dates Greeks, re: how to survive" #cdna

21:55:01
01:55:01

Tony Vengrove
@Tony_Vengrove

A1: Feeling very rusty on my Greek classics all of a sudden! :) #cdna

21:55:17
01:55:17

Panteli Tritchew
@PanteliT

RT @complexified: #cdna A1b: critical thinking predates Greeks. Human
discernment to survive & thrive >> essential & primary (even now lol)

21:55:18
01:55:18

Elinor Slomba
@artsint

RT @PanteliT: RT @collabdna Q1. What role did the early greek classics play in
establishing critical thinking? #cdna

21:55:23
01:55:23

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

Absolutely. Dominating almost all workplace norms in my view. #cdna
http://t.co/kT0opquCBb

http://twitter.com/collabdna/status/613162377802989568
http://twitter.com/sourcePOV/status/613162666740166656


21:55:24
01:55:24

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

#cdna A1c: moderns: see esp. Alicia Juarrero "Dynamics In Action." On
Aristotle, causality, complexity, more. & see #Cynefin framework

21:55:58
01:55:58

Panteli Tritchew
@PanteliT

@quickmuse Ha! :) #cdna @sourcePOV

21:56:17
01:56:17

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@4KM @tony_vengrove def need to brush up on my Heraclitus. Feeling more
confident w/ Aristotle & Socrates .. #cdna >> a #philosophy turn

21:56:26
01:56:26

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

@Tony_Vengrove Only the very brave turned out for this one. Let's hope Greek
scholars don't read the notes! #cdna

21:56:55
01:56:55

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

@4KM #cdna yes re Heraclitus "can't step in same river twice." Foundation of
my current work on #FLUX & #DisruptiveExperience

21:57:34
01:57:34

collabdna
@collabdna

No need to get bogged down in classics tonight. Just need to establish a baseline.
Is it the right baseline? Is there one? #cdna

21:57:59
01:57:59

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

How did Greek classics get into the chat questions? (honest question!) #cdna

21:58:35
01:58:35

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

Not so much brave, as a critical thinker ;-) RT @4KM @Tony_Vengrove Only
the very brave turned out for this one. #cdna

21:58:55
01:58:55

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@4KM always in search of foundations, knowing where the roots are, etc.
Seems critical thinking may have started there .. or earlier #cdna

21:59:51
01:59:51

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

We had 25 "experts" fm 9 countries at the workshop. Fascinating to listen even
when you didn't get depth #cdna http://t.co/2jfnsddhQC

22:00:08
02:00:08

collabdna
@collabdna

Let's keep moving thru our Q's tonight. We'll see some #criticalthinking
progression, from the ancients, to more recent history .. #cdna

22:00:27
02:00:27

Ken Gordon
@quickmuse

@sourcePOV @4KM @Tony_Vengrove "No tweep ever steps in the same
#twitterstream twice." --@herachattack #cdna

22:00:30
02:00:30

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

#cdna A1d: instead of baseline- what do & can we collectively know &
understand about critical thinking now?

22:01:34
02:01:34

collabdna
@collabdna

Q2. How central have the liberal arts been in teaching #criticalthinking in
college & in which domains? Based on classics? #cdna #highered

22:01:45
02:01:45

Tony Vengrove
@Tony_Vengrove

.@sourcePOV Chris, what's your take on the current state of affairs re critical
thinking? #cdna

22:01:50
02:01:50

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

Critical thinking brings "empiricism" to mind. A chemist's idea of empirical is
very diff than an ethographer's. #cdna

22:01:55
02:01:55

Tony Vengrove
@Tony_Vengrove

@quickmuse haha! Good one! #cdna

22:01:56
02:01:56

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

@4KM where & when was the UK workshop? Was the recent one via
Hertfordshire? #cdna #complexity

22:02:25
02:02:25

Panteli Tritchew
@PanteliT

RT @collabdna: Q2. How central have the liberal arts been in teaching
#criticalthinking in college & in which domains? Based on classics? #…

22:02:56
02:02:56

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

A2 Perhaps marginalization of liberal arts relates to poor critical thinking skills
in universities in general? #cdna

22:03:11
02:03:11

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.. that's where I want to go @Tony_Vengrove, current state .. after we establish
lineage .. I think the #liberalarts question germane #cdna

22:03:53
02:03:53

Tony Vengrove
@Tony_Vengrove

A2: Is the way colleges teach critical thinking appropriate today given the rise of
tech & social media? #cdna

22:04:07
02:04:07

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

#cdna A2: I'd say multiple disciplines & approaches to edu amplify critical
thinking. Sci, phil, but also history, econ, sociol, arts

22:04:48
02:04:48

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

A2. English, (classic) rhetoric, sociology, civics/politics, philosophy .. all
certainly stretch and shape thinkers. yes? #cdna

22:04:52
02:04:52

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

No; longer ago in Southampton organized by ISCE by invitation/proposal
combo. Kurt Richardson and Andrew Tait #cdna http://t.co/RL4K3hkyzf

http://twitter.com/complexified/status/613163796966805504
http://twitter.com/complexified/status/613165057254535168


22:04:57
02:04:57

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

Yes! RT @4KM Critical thinking brings "empiricism" to mind. A chemist's idea
of empirical is very diff than an ethnographer's. #cdna

22:05:04
02:05:04

Ken Gordon
@quickmuse

@Tony_Vengrove I don't see a whole lot o' critical thinking on social media.
#cdna

22:05:09
02:05:09

Tony Vengrove
@Tony_Vengrove

A2: Said another way, is the pace of today's society out of sync with the pace of
critical thinking? #cdna

22:05:30
02:05:30

Amy E. Rettig
@amelre

RT @4KM: A2 Perhaps marginalization of liberal arts relates to poor critical
thinking skills in universities in general? #cdna

22:05:39
02:05:39

Amy E. Rettig
@amelre

RT @Tony_Vengrove: A2: Is the way colleges teach critical thinking appropriate
today given the rise of tech & social media? #cdna

22:05:44
02:05:44

Panteli Tritchew
@PanteliT

A2: Goal of classical liberal arts was to prepare citizens for living "the examined
life", same as Socrates' goal. #cdna

22:06:04
02:06:04

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

Except *here* of course #cdna :) RT @quickmuse @Tony_Vengrove "not a
whole lotta #criticalthinking on #socialmedia .."

22:06:06
02:06:06

Ken Gordon
@quickmuse

@4KM The "Perhaps" is very polite of you! #cdna

22:06:17
02:06:17

Amy E. Rettig
@amelre

RT @quickmuse: @Tony_Vengrove I don't see a whole lot o' critical thinking on
social media. #cdna

22:06:57
02:06:57

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

I work with a few universities and it is common to hear concerns about poor
critical thinking (and writing) skills #cdna

22:07:01
02:07:01

Tony Vengrove
@Tony_Vengrove

RT @PanteliT A2: Goal of classical liberal arts was to prepare citizens for living
"the examined life", same as Socrates' goal. #cdna

22:07:13
02:07:13

Amy E. Rettig
@amelre

RT @PanteliT: A2: Goal of classical liberal arts was to prepare citizens for living
"the examined life", same as Socrates' goal. #cdna

22:07:21
02:07:21

collabdna
@collabdna

YES. Def aligned w/ our frame RT @Tony_Vengrove A2: Is the pace of today's
society out of sync with the pace of critical thinking? #cdna

22:07:37
02:07:37

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

@quickmuse What can I say? I'm Canadian. #cdna

22:08:08
02:08:08

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

#cdna A2b: keys today- discerning fact vs. opinion. How to get & consume
info..carefully. Treating complicated diff from complex.

22:08:33
02:08:33

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

RT @collabdna YES. Aligned w/ frame RT @Tony_Vengrove A2 "Is pace of
today's society out of sync with the pace of critical thinking?" #cdna

22:08:52
02:08:52

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

RT @complexified: #cdna A2b: keys today- discerning fact vs. opinion. How to
get & consume info..carefully. Treating complicated diff from …

22:08:56
02:08:56

Panteli Tritchew
@PanteliT

@sourcePOV Still taught effectively, but the students' appetite and aptitude is
waning, methinks. @quickmuse @Tony_Vengrove #cdna

22:09:03
02:09:03

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

I often use problem based learning (w real clients and complex problems) to
help [graduate] students develop critical thinking #cdna

22:09:19
02:09:19

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

Some in my family are thinking of moving to Canada. Good idea, eh? :-) RT
@4KM @quickmuse What can I say? I'm Canadian. #cdna

22:10:15
02:10:15

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

MT @complexified #cdna A2b: keys today- discerning fact vs. opinion. How to
get & consume info..carefully.

22:10:38
02:10:38

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

Between lines of A2 is a #highered question: "Rushing to maximize career &
income, are #liberalarts & #criticalthinking left behind? #cdna

22:10:41
02:10:41

Panteli Tritchew
@PanteliT

@4KM @quickmuse Yes..this is how we (Canadians) originally got UN
peacekeeping roles. Plus "eh" is much more elegant than "huh." #cdna

22:11:03
02:11:03

Ken Gordon
@quickmuse

@PanteliT My university's tagline: "The Examined Life: It's not just worth
living--it's worth taking on ridiculous amounts of debt!" #cdna

22:11:25
02:11:25

Tony Vengrove
@Tony_Vengrove

@complexified I agree with that list. #cdna



22:11:51
02:11:51

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

@complexified But in a rapidly changing world, doesn't "opinion" sometimes
reflect key experiential learning? #cdna

22:12:14
02:12:14

collabdna
@collabdna

Perhaps we can define #criticalthinking .. and also #discernment .. two key
concepts at work here. Any takers? #cdna

22:12:30
02:12:30

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

#cdna A2c: need adequate discernment to note technical/complicated vs.
Complex/adaptive & act accordingly. #sensemaking

22:12:34
02:12:34

Amy E. Rettig
@amelre

There are easier things than liberal arts - take health sciences, we can learn
algorithms @IBMWatson #cdna

22:13:10
02:13:10

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@4KM Alice, u said u were worried about overly narrow definitions for
#criticalthinking .. are we guilty of that tonight? #cdna

22:13:13
02:13:13

Tony Vengrove
@Tony_Vengrove

@sourcePOV Yeah, seems people don't have the patience for critical thinking.
Takes time, reflection, openess to reverse positions. #cdna

22:13:24
02:13:24

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

Didn't know that (re: UN, assuming you are serious). It makes perfect sense to
me. #cdna http://t.co/tRCPB2ITKN

22:13:49
02:13:49

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

Welcome Amy !! glad u could stop in !! @amelre @IBMWatson #cdna re:
#criticalthinking

22:13:59
02:13:59

Amy E. Rettig
@amelre

RT @Tony_Vengrove: @sourcePOV Yeah, seems people don't have the patience
for critical thinking. Takes time, reflection, openess to reverse …

22:14:18
02:14:18

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

@4KM gets to lived experience as driver of knowledge, understanding, belief,
values, intentions. Constrain/enable. #cdna

22:14:28
02:14:28

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

@sourcePOV I think this chat is quite exceptional for participants' listening
skills and openness. Pleasantly exploratory. #cdna

22:15:21
02:15:21

collabdna
@collabdna

Two more Q's tonight. We'll probably go to 10:45 ET (7:45 PT) to benefit our W.
Coast (mostly Canadian, eh?) colleagues. Q3 up next .. #cdna

22:16:05
02:16:05

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

Critical thinking approaches can feel like the natural science peer-review
process. Slow; effective for repeatable phenomena #cdna

22:16:16
02:16:16

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

@amelre @IBMWatson #cdna algorithms are ppl-made. Similar to isn't same
as. Critical in complex systems. Try human sensor nets instead.

22:17:08
02:17:08

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@4KM thanks so much, Alice. Agree. We all seem to have it in for deep
learning. I know I'm hook, line & sinker :) #cdna

22:17:15
02:17:15

Amy E. Rettig
@amelre

If critical thinking is to algorithm then discernment is to existentialism? #cdna

22:17:25
02:17:25

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

@complexified Montreal? #cdna

22:17:34
02:17:34

Ken Gordon
@quickmuse

@Tony_Vengrove .@sourcePOV Maybe it's the speed and frictionless
communication of social that's maiming critical thought. #cdna @PanteliT

22:17:54
02:17:54

Panteli Tritchew
@PanteliT

Attention spans sure don't seem to be getting longer... #cdna
https://t.co/ojA5l4Hb98

22:18:32
02:18:32

Ken Gordon
@quickmuse

.@sourcePOV But surely some people--successful ones--put seriously critical
thought into their careers, #cdna

22:18:42
02:18:42

collabdna
@collabdna

Q3. Has public education attempted to introduce #criticalthinking in seconday
programs, and with what success? #cdna #k12

22:18:55
02:18:55

Panteli Tritchew
@PanteliT

RT @quickmuse: @Tony_Vengrove .@sourcePOV Maybe it's the speed and
frictionless communication of social that's maiming critical thought. #c…

22:19:14
02:19:14

Tony Vengrove
@Tony_Vengrove

.@quickmuse Boom=> "Frictionless communication." I think that's a huge
component. Everyone afraid of offending. #cdna

22:19:27
02:19:27

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

We still value the confident, decisive #leadership stereotype. When that crashes
and burns, we'll value reflection more #cdna

22:19:29
02:19:29

Panteli Tritchew
@PanteliT

RT @collabdna Q3. Has public education attempted to introduce
#criticalthinking in seconday programs, and with what success? #cdna #k12

http://twitter.com/PanteliT/status/613167261004660736
https://twitter.com/Tony_Vengrove/status/613167899004563456


22:19:42
02:19:42

David D. Timony, PhD
@DrTimony

Numeric expressions of phenomena are common. We do it walking down the
street. Measure, adapt, move on. #cdna

22:20:20
02:20:20

Ken Gordon
@quickmuse

Aight #CDNA, I gotta jump. Happy critical thinking to all, and to all a good
night...

22:20:27
02:20:27

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@quickmuse agree over long term, Ken. But high schoolers may turn away from
#liberalarts & #criticalthinking due to career, yes? #cdna

22:20:44
02:20:44

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

Did one K-12 curriculum 18-mos stint in 90s. Definitely didn't fly then in my
experience.#cdna

22:21:03
02:21:03

David D. Timony, PhD
@DrTimony

A3: PubEd feigns critical thinking. Tries to redefine using existing materials,
means, and goals. #cdna

22:21:20
02:21:20

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@quickmuse missing you already Ken, thanks for jumping in .. we'll look for
you next time .. 3rd week in July !? #cdna

22:21:32
02:21:32

Ken Gordon
@quickmuse

@sourcePOV A bloody shame when that happens, yes. #cdna

22:21:56
02:21:56

Ken Gordon
@quickmuse

@sourcePOV Keep me posted! #cdna

22:22:23
02:22:23

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

@quickmuse G'night Ken #cdna

22:23:05
02:23:05

Tony Vengrove
@Tony_Vengrove

Take care, Ken. @quickmuse #cdna

22:23:08
02:23:08

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

Of course Q3 is a #k12 #ecosys question, a great community from 2010-12,
which perhaps may rise again !? @drtimony @shamlet c: @jennar #cdna

22:23:27
02:23:27

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

#cdna A3: yes...well.. Is "critical thinking"a)part of our consciousness?
b)inherent in subject inquiry? c)inherent in learning?

22:23:46
02:23:46

Tony Vengrove
@Tony_Vengrove

A3: I don't have much recent direct experience with this question. #cdna

22:24:13
02:24:13

Panteli Tritchew
@PanteliT

@quickmuse Catch you on the TL! #cdna

22:24:15
02:24:15

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

Anyone else think of education as requiring more critical thinking and training
(and some business schools) being more recipe-like? #cdna

22:24:38
02:24:38

collabdna
@collabdna

So, a poor report card? RT @DrTimony A3: PubEd feigns #criticalthinking.
Tries to redefine using existing materials, means, goals #cdna #k12

22:24:59
02:24:59

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

Single Biggest Mistake: treat complex AS IF it's complicated. MT @4KM We still
value the confident, decisive #leadership stereotype. #cdna

22:25:04
02:25:04

Amy E. Rettig
@amelre

But aren't outcomes the point of school - like graduate numbers - not thinkers?
#cdna https://t.co/NQsV0AqA1q

22:25:42
02:25:42

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

Don't know if anyone has seen this TED talk, but it suggests we may almost be
born critical thinkers http://t.co/twuqkU0sih #cdna

22:25:49
02:25:49

Panteli Tritchew
@PanteliT

A3: This varies district to district, system to system, school to school, grade to
grade, class to class and teacher to teacher. #cdna

22:26:11
02:26:11

Amy E. Rettig
@amelre

It is certainly part of long term survival - can't live long in "fight or flight" #cdna
https://t.co/hH8z3CjfGQ

22:26:24
02:26:24

Panteli Tritchew
@PanteliT

A3: Fortunately, cfrtiical thinking is not discipline specific, can be infused
through the curriculum. #cdna

22:26:43
02:26:43

Tony Vengrove
@Tony_Vengrove

RT @amelre It is certainly part of long term survival - can't live long in "fight or
flight" #cdna https://t.co/LMWuY36Cai

22:26:44
02:26:44

Amy E. Rettig
@amelre

RT @4KM: Anyone else think of education as requiring more critical thinking
and training (and some business schools) being more recipe-like…

22:26:46
02:26:46

Panteli Tritchew
@PanteliT

RT @4KM: Don't know if anyone has seen this TED talk, but it suggests we may
almost be born critical thinkers http://t.co/twuqkU0sih #cdna

https://twitter.com/drtimony/status/613169867370446848
http://ow.ly/OEOkZ
https://twitter.com/complexified/status/613170471488626689
https://twitter.com/complexified/status/613170471488626689
http://ow.ly/OEOkZ


22:26:49
02:26:49

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@complexified I'd answer you: maybe, yes and maybe. Of course, we want 3 yes
responses, just not sure it's a given. More, a goal? #cdna

22:26:51
02:26:51

David D. Timony, PhD
@DrTimony

@amelre altruism 4life #cdna

22:26:54
02:26:54

Amy E. Rettig
@amelre

RT @4KM: Don't know if anyone has seen this TED talk, but it suggests we may
almost be born critical thinkers http://t.co/twuqkU0sih #cdna

22:27:00
02:27:00

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

RT @4KM: I am living this in spades at the moment with a client. Very
interesting. #cdna http://t.co/ka2cIBhYME

22:27:21
02:27:21

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

@DrTimony yes..seeking coherence, stability, predictability. Even when we
KNOW system is in fact complex. #cdna

22:27:46
02:27:46

Panteli Tritchew
@PanteliT

@4KM The Liberal Arts vs Applied (Practical) Education pendulum keeps
swinging. #cdna

22:28:11
02:28:11

Amy E. Rettig
@amelre

RT @4KM: RT @4KM: I am living this in spades at the moment with a client.
Very interesting. #cdna http://t.co/ka2cIBhYME

22:28:24
02:28:24

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

so u wouldn't put some disciplines or domains at forefront? Bruce & I
volunteered a few RT @PanteliT "c/b infused thru curriculum" #cdna

22:28:55
02:28:55

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

@PanteliT That's what makes a few, rare teachers stand out for bright students.
#cdna

22:29:07
02:29:07

Amy E. Rettig
@amelre

RT @complexified: Single Biggest Mistake: treat complex AS IF it's complicated.
MT @4KM We still value the confident, decisive #leadership …

22:29:57
02:29:57

Panteli Tritchew
@PanteliT

@sourcePOV Well, for sure Philosophy of Logic for hard core #oldschool critical
reasoning...but it sho is HARD!! #cdna

22:30:01
02:30:01

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

@4KM i think we're inherently "critical thinkers" insofar as we discern, predict,
expect, intend. But..need capacity to learn & ADAPT #cdna

22:30:55
02:30:55

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

In an increasingly multicultural society, the roots of what we are talking about
become critical and messy #cdna

22:31:18
02:31:18

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

Interesting blend of science & philosophy in our answers tonight. And of course
#complexity .. #cdna

22:31:20
02:31:20

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

@sourcePOV and...I think the answers ARE "yes, yes, and yes" :-) #cdna

22:31:49
02:31:49

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

Seems #criticalthinking tugs at all our mental models .. and begs a few new
ones, perhaps .. #cdna

22:31:56
02:31:56

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

There's a topic for a chat :) #cdna http://t.co/bd5G4TsVu7

22:32:43
02:32:43

David D. Timony, PhD
@DrTimony

Have to resist making critics thinking some mystical thing that is taught. #cdna.
It's not some hidden thing. We do it, now transfer!

22:33:16
02:33:16

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

YES RT @4KM @complexified "topic for a chat: need capacity to learn & adapt"
#simplerules #complexity | #criticalthinking #cdna

22:33:53
02:33:53

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

@4KM truly Biggest Mistake of orgs. Predicated on presumption causality
between action & outcome known/knowable. Not so in complexity #cdna

22:34:00
02:34:00

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

Yes @sourcePOV I think that's because critical thinking gets at that messy topic
of what knowledge is valued. #cdna

22:34:04
02:34:04

Panteli Tritchew
@PanteliT

Once we get into "meta" stuff, e.g., meta-cognition, stuff gets complicated. #cdna
#criticalthinking https://t.co/5W3Adtgz3T

22:34:07
02:34:07

Amy E. Rettig
@amelre

RT @DrTimony: Have to resist making critics thinking some mystical thing that
is taught. #cdna. It's not some hidden thing. We do it, now t…

22:34:30
02:34:30

collabdna
@collabdna

Final Q for tonight, to connect and apply a bit of what we've learned .. #cdna

22:35:07
02:35:07

collabdna
@collabdna

Q4. Through the ages, have we become more or less comfortable with
ambiguity? Why? #cdna

http://ow.ly/OEOkZ
http://twitter.com/complexified/status/613170856861302784
http://twitter.com/complexified/status/613170856861302784
http://twitter.com/complexified/status/613172126170877952
https://twitter.com/sourcePOV/status/613172580170608640


22:36:59
02:36:59

Gail Severini
@gailseverini

RT @PanteliT: Once we get into "meta" stuff, e.g., meta-cognition, stuff gets
complicated. #cdna #criticalthinking https://t.co/5W3Adtgz3T

22:37:17
02:37:17

Panteli Tritchew
@PanteliT

I believe that tolerance for ambiguity is person-specific rather than era specific.
#cdna https://t.co/BEzG5g1ZxF

22:37:28
02:37:28

Tony Vengrove
@Tony_Vengrove

RT @collabdna Q4. Through the ages, have we become more or less comfortable
with ambiguity? Why? #cdna

22:37:44
02:37:44

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

A4. We need to become more comfortable w/ ambiguity, imo. I fear in an age of
uncertainty, risk aversion has caused us to lose ground #cdna

22:37:45
02:37:45

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

A4. My sense is that many older societies were very comfortable with ambiguity.
Pendulum swing with Industrial Age. #cdna

22:38:05
02:38:05

Panteli Tritchew
@PanteliT

TY all....must dash...thanks for sharing! #cdna

22:38:37
02:38:37

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

#cdna A4: much less in Newtonian "org as machine" paradigm. 350 years >>
made us yearn for stable, predictable, controllable. Oops!

22:38:40
02:38:40

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

In my workplace worlds, I am seeing almost no tolerance for ambiguity.
Worrisome. #cdna

22:39:22
02:39:22

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

A4 .. in age of high executive comp & stock options, ambiguity can mean bad
things. Markets do not reward ambiguity #cdna

22:39:37
02:39:37

mlasagna
@mlasagna

RT @complexified: #cdna A4: much less in Newtonian "org as machine"
paradigm. 350 years >> made us yearn for stable, predictable, controll…

22:39:42
02:39:42

Tony Vengrove
@Tony_Vengrove

A4: Seems to me, right now, there's a ton of ambiguity AND intolerance is on the
rise. #cdna

22:40:00
02:40:00

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

@PanteliT Interesting. Obviously we're all individuals. What are your contexts
like in this regard? #cdna

22:40:01
02:40:01

Amy E. Rettig
@amelre

RT @sourcePOV: A4 .. in age of high executive comp & stock options, ambiguity
can mean bad things. Markets do not reward ambiguity #cdna

22:40:18
02:40:18

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

agree @PanteliT it is difficult to generalize; can only be solved for certain by the
individual thinker .. #cdna

22:40:20
02:40:20

Amy E. Rettig
@amelre

RT @Tony_Vengrove: A4: Seems to me, right now, there's a ton of ambiguity
AND intolerance is on the rise. #cdna

22:40:51
02:40:51

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

RT @complexified: #cdna A4: much less in Newtonian "org as machine"
paradigm. 350 years >> made us yearn for stable, predictable, controll…

22:41:25
02:41:25

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

#cdna I need to go. Thanks Chris & all. Shameless plug:
http://t.co/WNb9qU8Z7G Philly Liberating Structures group & more. Come
play & learn!

22:41:32
02:41:32

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

@Tony_Vengrove That is what I am experiencing as well in organizational
cultures. Not so much where I live. #cdna

22:41:49
02:41:49

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@PanteliT so long Panteli, enjoy dinner .. so very glad you were able to join us !!
#cdna

22:42:38
02:42:38

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@complexified @drtimony actually I may be in Philly soon, if so I shall look you
both up !! #cdna

22:42:49
02:42:49

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

I need to go as well. Thanks everyone for your generosity and curiosity. #cdna

22:43:08
02:43:08

Tony Vengrove
@Tony_Vengrove

@4KM I see it in orgs as well, but I think it applies globally. Thinking race,
gender, ISIS, etc. #cdna

22:43:41
02:43:41

collabdna
@collabdna

We're over an hour, and thus on borrowed time. Thanks so much for everyone
who came out tonight. #cdna

22:43:52
02:43:52

Tony Vengrove
@Tony_Vengrove

I have to run gang. So good to connect with you all again! Cheers! #cdna

22:45:04
02:45:04

collabdna
@collabdna

Hoping to keep #criticalthinking in focus for a few more months this summer,
an excellent #learning space for the #cdna crew

https://twitter.com/sourcePOV/status/613172580170608640
https://twitter.com/collabdna/status/613173408281432064
http://yesandphilly.com/


22:46:26
02:46:26

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@Tony_Vengrove thx ++ Tony, great that u could join us this eve. Much more
ahead on #criticalthinking at #cdna .. incl. modern aspects

22:47:46
02:47:46

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

Adding my thanks as well. Super chat tonight. Thanks to everyone for coming
out, and we'll see you next time .. !! #cdna

22:49:26
02:49:26

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

@Tony_Vengrove I hear you. But think of gender for ex. Western world used to
be VERY uncomfortable w ambiguity. Lots of progress #cdna

22:50:45
02:50:45

collabdna
@collabdna

Next time: 3rd Monday in July. Stay tuned for more at http://t.co/tMieCWnwqb
and always at hashtag #cdna

23:14:26
03:14:26

Sophia Perez
@donnatr77

RT @sourcePOV: A4 .. in age of high executive comp & stock options, ambiguity
can mean bad things. Markets do not reward ambiguity #cdna

http://collaborationdna.com/

